KEEPING EMPLOYEES HEALTHY AND SAFE
Rev 6.1.2021

UPDATES
■ June 1, 2021: Updated information on, shared workspaces, common areas, safe social distancing, RTW kits, individual

workspaces, masks, screening and food services

■ April 14, 2021: Added information about using CV19 time for receiving the COVID-19 vaccine.
■ Dec. 11, 2020: Due to frequent changes to mask guidelines by state, page 24 was updated.
■ Sept. 14, 2020: International travel now follows the same protocol as domestic travel.
■ Aug. 3, 2020: Updated mask information on pages 10, 18, 24, and 25 related to Maryland’s mask mandate.
■ July 15, 2020: Updated ordering instructions for COVID-19-related supplies on pages 14, 27 and 44.
■ July 15, 2020: Added new Personal Travel Protocol to pages 39 and 44.
■ July 8, 2020: Added note on page 25 that plastic face shields are considered masks.
■ July 8, 2020: Added mask requirement in WV to pages 10, 18, 24 and 25.
■ July 8, 2020: Corrected names of documents in links on pages 20, 21, 23 and 44.
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OUR STRATEGY TO KEEP EMPLOYEES HEALTHY AND SAFE
One constant throughout the COVID-19 public health emergency has been our unwavering commitment to keeping all
employees healthy and safe.
To ensure a safe work environment, we have implemented a strategy aligned around these four pillars – Safe Social
Distancing, Cleaning, Health Checks and Corporate Requirements – and informed by guidelines from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), orders and recommendations from the states we serve, as well as input from the
company’s medical experts and a team of employees representing the various business units.
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Safe
Social Distancing

Cleaning

Health Checks

Corporate
Requirements

Encourage a 6’ distance and the
use of masks.

Disinfect common areas and
high-touch surfaces.

Continue daily temperature
checks and protocols to address
symptomatic employees.

Implement companywide
guidelines that ensure the
workforce follows safe practices.
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OUR STRATEGY TO KEEP EMPLOYEES HEALTHY AND SAFE
This guide details the preventive measures and protocols put in place to enable business operations to
continue in a safe, healthy and productive manner for those returning to the workplace and for employees
working in the field since this health emergency began.
This guide also explains what all employees are required to do to help keep themselves and their
coworkers healthy and safe. All measures, protocols and requirements meet or exceed federal, state and
local policies as well as guidance from the CDC. Educational opportunities will be provided to employees to
become acquainted with all of these measures, so everyone is fully prepared as we return to the
workplace.
Rest assured that flexibility is key as we develop and implement our systematic approach to returning. In
collaboration with the Workplace Return Team, leaders across the company continue to check in with
employees to better understand their thoughts, health concerns, family care challenges or other special
circumstances resulting from this ever-evolving situation so we can provide the flexible work options
employees need now and in the future. As conditions change, we will adjust our plan. Remaining flexible
will allow us to respond swiftly but also prudently, putting employees’ needs first.
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OUR STRATEGY TO KEEP EMPLOYEES HEALTHY AND SAFE
Criteria Used in Determining When Employees Begin Returning to the Workplace
The Workplace Return Plan team continues to evaluate the factors that impact this date, including the:

■ Trend in COVID-19

cases across our service
area
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implementing
additional health and
safety protocols
necessary for all work
locations

■ States' work-from-home

recommendations,
orders and other
guidelines

■ Workplace return plans

of peer utilities and
other companies

QUICK GUIDE FOR A SAFE
RETURN TO THE WORKPLACE
Maintaining the health and safety of all employees is the
top priority at FirstEnergy.
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QUICK GUIDE FOR A SAFE RETURN TO THE WORKPLACE

SELF-HEALTH CHECK

To protect you and your coworkers, a daily self-health check is
required before reporting to a work location. If any of the following
conditions exist, stay home and contact your supervisor:
■ Temperature of 100.4°F or higher
■ Symptoms of respiratory illness such as fever or chills, cough,

muscle aches, fatigue, difficulty breathing, sore throat or new loss
of taste or smell

■ You have returned from a cruise or river voyage in the past 14 days
■ You’ve been exposed to or had contact with someone diagnosed

with COVID-19 in the last 14 days
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QUICK GUIDE FOR A SAFE RETURN TO THE WORKPLACE

STAYING HEALTHY AND SAFE

To reduce the spread of illness, incorporate these measures in your daily routine:
■ Stay 6 feet apart from others when possible. Follow social distancing floor markings.
■ Masks are required for employees when social distancing is not possible, such as in hallways, common

areas, break rooms, etc. (See page 24 for list of exceptions.)

■ Masks are not required when working alone at your desk or hotel workstation, unless social distancing is

not possible.

■ Masks, gloves and hand sanitizers are available. You also may bring a mask from home.
■ Clean/sanitize your workspace daily – including your desktop, keyboard and mouse – using the cleaning

supplies provided.

■ Wash your hands frequently and correctly. Use hand sanitizer if soap and water are not available.
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QUICK GUIDE FOR A SAFE RETURN TO THE WORKPLACE

SHARED WORKSPACES AND COMMON AREAS
■ When possible, conduct virtual meetings using Microsoft Teams or other

technology instead of in-person meetings.

■ For necessary in-person meetings, conference rooms are limited to

25% occupancy to promote social distancing. Signs indicate maximum
capacity.

■ In day rooms, line rooms or crew rooms, limit seating to maintain social

distancing. In locker rooms, access your locker quickly and leave the area,
so others can access their lockers.

■ Shared items in a breakroom/kitchenette – such as the coffee

machine, microwave, refrigerator, vending machine, water/ice
machine and sink faucet/cabinetry handles – should be wiped
down before and after use.

■ Company fitness centers are closed. Individual walk stations

are open and should be cleaned before and after use.
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6

QUICK GUIDE FOR A SAFE RETURN TO THE WORKPLACE

FIRSTENERGY REPORTING CENTER
■ If you have a health-related question, contact the FirstEnergy

Reporting Center. To help the team address your coronavirus
concerns as soon as possible, please complete the Medical Illness
Screening Form. Provide as much detail as possible, and a nurse
case manager or HR representative will contact you.

■ If you are unable to access the form, email Corporate Health &

Safety at corporatehealthandsafety@firstenergycorp.com or call
888-888-9108. The center is staffed Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
If calling outside normal business hours or during times of high call
volume, please leave a message and a nurse case manager will
return your call.
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SAFE SOCIAL DISTANCING
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SAFE SOCIAL DISTANCING
When employees can maintain a safe distance from each other,
the risk of COVID-19 spreading is decreased. Many adjustments
have been made in the workplace – such as the installation of
barriers and floor markings – to help provide proper separation.
And when distancing is not possible, it’s important employees
use other recommended preventive measures, like wearing
masks, reorienting or adjusting their workspace and limiting the
number of people permitted in an area. For more detailed
information, please see the FirstEnergy Workplace Return
Guidelines for Individual & Shared Workspaces and Common
Areas.
In addition, department leadership has the flexibility to
implement other work arrangements for their group to better
enable social distancing in their workspace. These arrangements
could include staggering start times, alternating days onsite,
extending work from home options or allowing alternate work
locations, among others.
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SAFE SOCIAL DISTANCING
Social distancing involves avoiding crowds and deliberately staying at least 6 feet away from
another person. Every effort should be made to practice social distancing whenever possible.
■ Stay at least 6 feet from others when possible
■ Hold meetings virtually or in an open, well-ventilated space when available

– To reduce Teams audio noise while attending meetings at your desk, employees can
order a headset via the Office Depot online catalog – Logitech H570E (Item# 557724)
■ Follow the work schedules, start times or workstation assignments established by

your department leadership to enable appropriate distancing

■ Use the stairs instead of elevators when practical
■ Follow restrictions on the number of people permitted in enclosed spaces, such as

elevators, conference rooms (maximum occupancy of 25% capacity) and
breakrooms. Signs will be posted to indicate the number of people permitted in
these areas.

■ Comply with floor markings, posted signs or other visual instructions that indicate

proper social distancing
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SAFE SOCIAL DISTANCING
Hallways and Stairwells
It’s important that employees wear a mask in aisles and stairwells. Stay to the right
and pause if someone is walking toward you, allowing them to pass.
Only access aisleways to employee workstations when necessary. Avoid lingering in an
aisleway.

Elevators
The number of people permitted in an elevator is limited. Please note the signs
posted at the elevator doors regarding occupancy and wearing masks.

Breakrooms/Kitchenette
The number of employees permitted in a breakroom or kitchenette is limited. Follow
the sign near the entrance that indicates maximum capacity. Employees are highly
encouraged to wipe down surfaces before and after use.
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SAFE SOCIAL DISTANCING
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Restrooms:
Employees should make an effort
to remain 6 feet away from each
other while using the urinals
and/or sinks and wear a mask
where required.

Print/Copy Area
Although printers and copiers are
cleaned daily, individuals should use
the cleaning supplies provided to wipe
down any surfaces (including touch
pad, paper trays and copier lid) before
and after use. Blue and white floor
markings indicate a 6-foot distance to
be maintained when someone is using
the equipment.

Security Revolving Doors:
Where there is a revolving door,
maintain social distancing while
waiting to enter the facility. Follow
social distancing floor markings.

Locker Room
Make every effort to maintain social
distancing. Be considerate of the
time spent at a locker, allowing
neighboring users time at their
locker.
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SAFE SOCIAL DISTANCING

INDIVIDUAL WORKSPACES
For certain workstation groupings with low divider walls, vertical partitions were added to panels along main aisleways and
along the center spine of a grouping. If there is not a vertical partition or divider wall and additional distancing is needed,
the orientation of the workspace may be modified so no employees are facing each other.
Example 1. Employees can maintain a distance of 6 feet and/or a barrier is between workspaces .
Returning-to-the-Workplace-Cleaning-WorkspaceGuidelines.docx
Barrier
FirstEnergy
Workplace Return
Guidelines for
Individual & Shared
Workspaces and
Common Areas
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SAFE SOCIAL DISTANCING

INDIVIDUAL WORKSPACES
Example 2. When employees cannot maintain a distance of 6 feet and/or barriers have not been installed between
them, alternating workstations is an option.

Change at

Update lin

FirstEnergy
Workplace Return
Guidelines for
Individual & Shared
Workspaces and
Common Areas
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SAFE SOCIAL DISTANCING

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE DESKS
When standing at a height-adjustable desk, be
considerate of neighboring employees who are also
using their height-adjustable desk and consider
wearing a mask. When possible, keep your heightadjustable desk at the seated position. Do not use
in a standing position if the partition is not high
enough to separate you from the employee in the
neighboring workstation.
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SAFE SOCIAL DISTANCING

SHARED WORKSPACES
To maintain proper social distancing while utilizing conference rooms, training rooms, crew rooms and common work
areas, be sure to stagger your position or limit the number of people so no one is within 6 feet of another, directly
across from or next to another. Disinfect all surfaces before and after use. Be sure to follow the posted signs that
indicate the maximum number of people permitted.

FirstEnergy
Workplace Return
Guidelines for
Individual & Shared
Workspaces and
Common Areas
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SAFE SOCIAL DISTANCING

MASKS

Wearing masks is intended to help prevent individuals who have COVID-19 and lack symptoms – or are asymptomatic – from
spreading the disease to others.
Face masks are not required while working outdoors. Face masks must be worn while
inside FirstEnergy service centers, office buildings and other FirstEnergy facilities with a
number of exceptions. Face coverings are required for all employees unless:
■ An employee in a particular position is prohibited by a law or regulation from wearing a

face covering while on the job

■ Wearing a face covering on the job is against documented industry best practices
■ Wearing a face covering is not advisable for health purposes
■ Wearing a face covering is a violation of a company's safety policies
■ There is a practical reason a face covering cannot be worn by an employee
■ An employee is working alone in the following situations:

– In the cab of a vehicle
■ Social distancing is possible while working at your desk or hotel workstation
■ Working on the turbine floor or boiler room of a power plant
21
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Continued next page

SAFE SOCIAL DISTANCING

MASKS (CONTINUED)

■ In a personal workspace or work site where others cannot freely enter
■ In the office at a workspace where social distancing can be maintained, either by keeping a distance of at least 6 feet

from their neighbor, installing a vertical partition between cubicles or implementing other options, such as moving to a
different location or staggering days in the office. All social distancing options should be thoroughly evaluated to help
ensure an employee does not need to wear a mask at their desk. Note however, a mask must be worn at all other times
when social distancing may not be assured, like entering and exiting the building, walking down hallways, while in break
rooms, riding an elevator, etc.

22
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CLEANING
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CLEANING
Keeping our surroundings clean and free of germs has been a significant focus
during the COVID-19 outbreak to help reduce the spread of the virus. FirstEnergy
has implemented enhanced cleaning efforts in all our facilities, supplied an
abundance of hand sanitizer, wipes, masks and gloves to all company locations and
made adjustments to increase ventilation within our facilities. In addition, signs have
been posted to remind employees to follow the recommended preventive measures
to protect themselves and their coworkers.

Enhanced Disinfecting
■ Beginning in early March, we increased the level and frequency of disinfecting beyond the cleaning that regularly takes

place at our facilities. Most notable is the use of disinfectant to thoroughly wipe down the common surfaces that people
regularly contact: doorknobs, handrails, conference tables, telephones and frequently touched areas in break rooms and
other common areas. Please see the Cleaning Guidance document for more details.

■ Employees should frequently disinfect their personal workspaces, such as their desks, phones, steering wheels and

frequently used equipment. If additional disinfectant is needed for your personal workspaces, supervisors can order
supplies through the SAP Medical Reservation Form or the Medical Supply Request Form .

■ Employees should not bring cleaning solutions into the office since some chemicals can create fumes or become dangerous

when mixed (see the June 2 FirstEnergy Today portal article).
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CLEANING (CONTINUED)
While common areas are being cleaned more frequently, it’s still
important to wipe down frequently touched surfaces and items –
such as conference room tables, shared telephones, refrigerator
door handles and copy room equipment – after use.

25
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CLEANING

HAND WASHING
Another extremely effective preventive measure is washing hands frequently
and correctly. Signs will be posted throughout company facilities to remind
employees about the recommended way to wash hands.

Medical experts advise:
■ Use clean, running water – warm water if it’s available.
■ Wet hands before applying soap.
■ Rub soapy hands together for at least 20 seconds, washing all surfaces well.
■ Rinse hands and then dry them using a clean paper towel.

If soap and water are not available and hands are not visibly dirty, an alcoholbased hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol may be used.
Be sure to wash hands after blowing one’s nose, coughing or sneezing, after using
the restroom, before eating or preparing food, and before and after providing
routine care for another person who needs assistance, such as a child. In addition,
avoid touching your eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands.
26
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CLEANING

HVAC ADJUSTMENTS
Proper ventilation helps prevent the spread of the virus by keeping fresh air circulating. To ensure proper ventilation
during the COVID-19 health emergency, we are following the guidance provided by the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers where possible. The following adjustments have been made to the HVAC
systems in each location where the systems can be changed and employees are normally present:
■ Improve outdoor air ventilation to increase the effective dilution ventilation per

person

■ Disable demand-controlled ventilation so the system does not automatically adjust

the ventilation rate provided to a space in response to changes in conditions, such as
the number of people in a room

■ Further open minimum outdoor dampers as high as 100%, eliminating air

recirculating

■ Improve central air filtration to the highest rated filter compatible with the filter rack

and system, and seal edges of the filter to limit bypass

■ Keep systems running longer hours or constantly if possible
Please see the HVAC Guidance document for more details.
27
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HVAC Guidance
document

HEALTH CHECKS
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HEALTH CHECKS

We have put into place several recommended
preventive measures that when used in
combination, provide a comprehensive, multipronged approach to minimize positive
COVID-19 cases in our workforce. We do this
by swiftly addressing employees who are
feeling ill, ensuring quarantined employees
are healthy before going back to work, and
responding to employees’ health-related
questions and concerns.
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HEALTH CHECKS

TEMPERATURE CHECKS
Taking your temperature can help determine if you are fighting an illness
like influenza or COVID-19. To help prevent the spread of COVID-19,
employees are required to take their temperatures at home prior to leaving
for work. A thermometer is included in every employee’s workplace return
kit. If your temperature is:
■ Below 100.4 degrees, proceed to work as usual.
■ At or above 100.4°F, stay home and contact your supervisor.

For employees who are unable to take their own temperature
prior to coming to work, an oral thermometer will be provided.
Employees who perform an on-site temperature check and have
a fever at or above 100.4°F, will be sent home and directed to
contact their supervisor or local HR representative.
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HEALTH CHECKS

EMPLOYEES WHO FEEL ILL
A fever is not the only symptom that could indicate a serious respiratory illness
like COVID-19. Any employee who has experienced a fever of 100.4°F or higher,
or who has a combination of cough, chills, sore throat, shortness of breath,
headache or other symptoms indicative of COVID-19 within the last 24-48 hours
should stay home.
Employees with these symptoms should contact their supervisor or local HR
representative immediately, follow up with their primary care physician and
complete the Medical Illness Screening Form, or access the form via the
coronavirus page on the Corporate Health & Safety SharePoint site or
myfirstrewards.com. Employees can also send an email to
Corporatehealthandsafety@firstenergycorp.com or call the FirstEnergy Reporting
Center at 888-888-9108.
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HEALTH CHECKS

CORPORATE HEALTH & SAFETY PROTOCOL
The company continues to be vigilant in both monitoring the spread of the illness and thoroughly
assessing employees who exhibit flu-like symptoms. Any employee who is experiencing COVID-like
symptoms or who has come in close contact* with someone diagnosed with the virus should contact
their supervisor or local HR representative and complete the Medical Illness Screening Form.
A nurse case manager or HR representative will then contact you as soon as possible. Members of the Corporate Health &
Safety group or a medical professional working with the group will assess any employee who has COVID-19-like symptoms,
has been exposed to the virus or has tested positive for the virus. If necessary, they also determine whether those they
came in contact with require quarantine or if they can safely continue working.
Some local pharmacies and urgent care facilities are offering COVID-19 testing to individuals exhibiting symptoms.
Employees who test positive – whether working remotely or at a work location – should stay home, follow up with their
physician, contact their supervisor or local HR representative and notify the FirstEnergy Reporting Center.
*Close contact is defined as an individual who is living with or working with another individual who has an active coronavirus illness within 6
feet and for a prolonged period of time (two or more continuous hours). This type of contact increases the risk of the illness spreading.
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HEALTH CHECKS

CORPORATE HEALTH & SAFETY PROTOCOL (CONTINUED)
Recommendations allowing employees to go back to work are made by medical professionals in accordance with
CDC guidelines. In addition to the CDC guidelines, anyone who has tested positive for COVID-19 may go back to
work when they have been medically cleared which generally means they have completed a quarantine/selfisolation for 14 days from the date they were tested AND have been symptom-free without medication for a
minimum of 72 hours.
The FirstEnergy Reporting Center is dedicated to helping employees who
were potentially exposed or are experiencing symptoms of a serious
respiratory illness such as COVID-19 and influenza. For concerns about
treatment and care for other illnesses, please contact your primary care
physician.
If you have questions NOT related to your health, such as time coding,
travel guidelines, flexible work arrangements, etc., please contact your
supervisor or your local HR representative.
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CORPORATE GUIDELINES
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CORPORATE GUIDELINES
Companywide guidelines have been established to further protect employees as well as comply with federal, state and
local policies and orders, and CDC recommendations.
Travel
Business travel within FirstEnergy that is deemed essential by the work group requires approval by the business unit’s director. Regular and
ongoing essential business travel (such as travel to access a work/project location) only needs approval by the director once unless
circumstances change. Essential business travel outside FirstEnergy – such as an industry conference or training, for example – requires
approval from the group’s vice president.
To provide guidance and help ensure a safe and healthy workplace, a Personal Travel Protocol has been developed so that employees and
their supervisors have a good understanding of current federal/state travel alerts, requirements and restrictions, as well as the screening
process that employees are required to complete at least 24 hours before returning to the workplace. Please note that this protocol applies
only to personal travel – not travel for company-related work activities.
To access the protocol, visit the coronavirus page on the Corporate Health & Safety SharePoint site or MyFirstRewards.com. Contact your
supervisor or your local HR representative with any questions.
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CORPORATE GUIDELINES

TIME CODE CV19
Many jobs in the organization can't be done flexibly. In situations where all possible flexible work options have been exhausted and
employees have a qualifying need, upon leadership approval, employees should use the CV19 new time code, which provides regular,
straight time pay as described below:
■ Regular bargaining* and non-bargaining employees who are unable to perform their job from home and have a qualifying reason may take

paid time-off (with supervisor approval) using CV19.

■ Use of CV19 should be a last resort after all flexibility and job modification alternatives have

been exhausted.

■ Qualifying reasons to use CV19 include, but are not limited to:

– Caring for your children due to day care or school closings when your spouse, domestic partner, or
other responsible party is unable to provide the necessary care.
– Providing care for an elderly relative due to the lock down/closing of a nursing home or similar facility.
– Any illness with COVID-19-related symptoms. To encourage sick employees to stay home, employees
with COVID-19-like symptoms should use CV19 – even after a negative COVID-19 test result – until they
are able to go back to work.
– Quarantine situations as approved by the Corporate Health & Safety group or mandated by a public health official/organization.
– While the COVID-19 vaccine is not mandatory, eligible employees are encouraged to consider getting vaccinated to protect themselves and others.
Employees getting their COVID-19 vaccine during normal work hours may be permitted up to four hours of CV19 time to receive each dose.
■ Qualifying reasons need to be validated and approved by your supervisor before this time can be taken.
*Bargaining employees should refer to their respective collective bargaining agreement and signed Memorandums of Agreement on this topic.
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CORPORATE GUIDELINES (CONTINUED)
Visitors
FirstEnergy buildings and facilities are limited to “business-critical” vendors and visitors only, as determined by the
business unit. All business-critical vendors and visitors entering FirstEnergy properties must be approved at the director
level. Approval is necessary one time for recurring visits, unless circumstances change. Once approved, business-critical
vendors are permitted to carry out their normal course of work, provided they follow all the requirements for
FirstEnergy employees in that workplace. When possible, all meetings with vendors should be conducted as virtual
meetings.

Food Services
Vending machines, micro-markets and cafés that offer prepackaged self-serve
items are open, provided social distancing can be accommodated. Self-serve food
is limited (or reduced). Buffets and salad bars remain closed. And shared food –
pizza lunches and boxes of donuts, for example – are strongly discouraged.
Please follow the posted maximum capacity for the cafe seating areas. The
seating will be arranged to ensure proper social distancing.
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CORPORATE GUIDELINES (CONTINUED)
Onsite Fitness Centers
Onsite fitness centers remain closed, but using walk stations may
continue, provided the employee cleans the equipment — including
grab bars, buttons and flat work surface – before and after use.
Cleaning supplies will be provided.

IT Solution Café
The number of employees permitted in the IT Solution Café is limited to ensure 6-foot distancing. Before entering the
IT Solution Café, employees should assess if they are able to maintain proper distancing while waiting for a service.
After service is complete, serviced equipment should be wiped down.
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CORPORATE GUIDELINES (CONTINUED)
Employee Assistance Program
FirstEnergy partners with Beacon Health Options to offer the Life Resources Employee Assistance Program (EAP). This is
a free program that provides resources to assist all FirstEnergy employees – including their household members – with
finding solutions to issues that may affect their life at home or work.
Beacon Health offers many free resources in the form of counseling (including unlimited video counseling), webinars
and articles. In addition to resources related to COVID-19, Beacon Health can provide support with other challenges
that may arise during this time such as stress, marital or family conflicts, caregiving, elder and childcare concerns, legal
and financial issues and much more.
A Coronavirus (COVID-19) Resources page on our Life Resources EAP website
provides information about COVID-19 and provides links to resources,
educational materials and recorded webinars from the World Health
Organization and the CDC on COVID-19 topics.
Contact the EAP at 888-745-0714 or visit the Life Resources EAP website for
more information.
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QUICK REFERENCES
■ Workplace Return email address:

workplacereturnteam@firstenergycorp.com

■ FirstEnergy Reporting Center: 888-888-9108
■ Medical Illness Screening Form
■ Corporate Health & Safety SharePoint
■ myfirstrewards.com
■ SAP Medical Reservation Form to order additional supplies:

OpCos and Reg Gen: MB21 - Create Reservation Medical Supplies
Corp. Locations: Medical Supply Request Form

■ Cleaning Guidance
■ Returning to the Workplace Workspace and Common Areas Guidelines
■ HVAC Guidance
■ Personal Travel Protocol
■ Life Resources EAP website
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